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This is the essential reference work for any student studying psychology for the first time.
Packed with easy-to-understand definitions and helpful diagrams, the new edition has been
expanded to include the key concepts within the growing field of neuroscience, as well as
greater coverage of positive psychology. Key features include: over 2,500 entries extensive
cross-referencing for easy navigation mini biographies of key psychologists list of key
reference works study notes section list of common abbreviations Also including a list of key
references in the field and a guide to writing essays and referencing your work, this is the
perfect accompaniment for any student newly encountering this fascinating subject, those
taking related disciplines in the health or social sciences, or professionals wanting to familiarise
themselves with key terms and ideas.
The exponential growth of clinical psychology since the late 1960s can be measured in part by
the extensive-perhaps exhaustive-literature on the subject. This proliferation of writing has
continued into the new century, and the field has come to be defined as much by its many
topics as its many voices. The Oxford Handbook of Clinical Psychology synthesizes these
decades of literature in one extraordinary volume. Comprising chapters from the foremost
scholars in clinical psychology, the handbook provides even and authoritative coverage of the
research, practice, and policy factors that combine to form today's clinical psychology
landscape. In addition to core sections on topics such as training, assessment, diagnosis, and
intervention, the handbook includes valuable chapters devoted to new and emerging issues in
the clinical field, including heath care reforms, cultural factors, and technological innovations
and challenges. Each chapter offers a review of the most pertinent literature, outlining current
issues and identifying possibilities for future research. Featuring two chapters by Editor David
H. Barlow -- one on changes during his own 40-year odyssey in the field, the other projecting
ten themes for the future of clinical psychology -- The Oxford Handbook of Clinical Psychology
is a landmark publication that is sure to serve as the field's benchmark reference publication for
years to come. It is an essential resource for students, clinicians, and researchers across the
ever-growing clinical psychology community.
This second edition of A Dictionary of Audiology provides more than 230 fully cross-referenced
entries that define and describe essential terms in the field of audiology. These entries expand
greatly on the content present in our general medical reference dictionaries to provide an
authoritative source for any students and practitioners needing specialized information on
audiology. This second edition includes new illustrations and recommended web links, as well
as more than 30 new entries on subjects such as balance, Electrocochleography, otalgia, and
paediatric audiometry.
The strengths and weaknesses of human memory have fascinated people for hundreds of
years, so it is not surprising that memory research has remained one of the most flourishing
areas in science. During the last decade, however, a genuine science of memory has
emerged, resulting in research and theories that are rich, complex, and far reaching in their
implications. Endel Tulving and Fergus Craik, both leaders in memory research, have created
this highly accessible guide to their field. In each chapter, eminent researchers provide insights
into their particular areas of expertise in memory research. Together, the chapters in this
handbook lay out the theories and presents the evidence on which they are based, highlights
the important new discoveries, and defines their consequences for professionals and students
in psychology, neuroscience, clinical medicine, law, and engineering.
Furnishes over five thousand quotations, including classic one-liners, quips, and put-downs
from such personalities as Groucho Marx, Oscar Wilde, William Shakespeare, Tom Stoppard,
Jane Austen, and Dorothy Parker.
An obsessive word lover's account of reading the entire Oxford English Dictionary, hailed as
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"the Super Size Me of lexicography." "I'm reading the OED so you don't have to," says Ammon
Shea on his slightly masochistic journey to scale the word lover's Mount Everest: the Oxford
English Dictionary. In 26 chapters filled with sharp wit, sheer delight, and a documentarian's
keen eye, Shea shares his year inside the OED, delivering a hair-pulling, eye-crossing account
of reading every word.
A Student’s Dictionary of Psychology is an essential reference for all undergraduate
psychology students and those studying psychology for the first time, including those in related
disciplines such as health care and social science. It provides the reader with clear definitions
of key concepts from all areas of psychology. This new edition of A Student’s Dictionary of
Psychology adopts a slightly different format and extended content to previous editions, but it
continues to be an ‘explaining’ dictionary rather than simply a set of one-line definitions.
Following up all the references and cross-references relating to a topic should give the reader
a reasonable overview of the subject; in that sense, the authors have often referred to it as a
kind of random-access textbook, as well as a dictionary of the main terms in psychology. Key
features include: Over 2,400 entries in total; Extensive cross referencing for easy navigation;
Mini biographies of key psychologists; Common abbreviations and a list of key reference
works; Study notes section. This new edition includes increased coverage of psychoneurology,
social, clinical, and cognitive psychology, and research methodology, as well as several other
terms which have come into common usage in recent years. It also includes a list of common
abbreviations, and expanded coverage of significant figures in the history of psychology. This
comprehensive dictionary will support the reader all the way through their psychology studies.
A consistent best-seller, the wide-ranging and authoritative Dictionary of Sociology was first
published in 1994 and contains more than 2,500 entries on the terminology, methods,
concepts, and thinkers in the field, as well as from the related fields of psychology, economics,
anthropology, philosophy, and political science. For this fourth edition, Professor John Scott
has conducted a thorough review of all entries to ensure that they are concise, focused, and up
to date. Revisions reflect current intellectual debates and social conditions, particularly in
relation to global and multi-cultural issues. New entries cover relevant contemporary concepts,
such as climate change, social media, terrorism, and intersectionality, as well as key living
sociologists. This Dictionary is both an invaluable introduction to sociology for beginners, and
an essential source of reference for more advanced students and teachers.

Including more than 11,000 definitions, this authoritative and up-to-date
dictionary covers all branches of psychology. Clear, concise descriptions for each
entry offer extensive coverage of key areas including cognition, sensation and
perception, emotion and motivation, learning and skills, language, mental
disorder, and research methods. The range of entries extends to related
disciplines including psychoanalysis, psychiatry, the neurosciences, and
statistics. Entries are extensively cross-referenced for ease of use, and cover
word origins and derivations as well as definitions. More than 100 illustrations
complement the text. This fourth edition has incorporated a large number of
significant revisions and additions, many in response to the 2013 publication of
the American Psychiatric Association's latest edition of Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, bringing the Dictionary fully up to date with the most
recent literature of the subject. In addition to the alphabetical entries, the
dictionary also includes appendices covering over 800 commonly used
abbreviations and symbols, as well as a list of phobias and phobic stimuli, with
definitions. Comprehensive and clearly written, this dictionary is an invaluable
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work of reference for students, lecturers, and the general reader with an interest
in psychology.
The Dictionary of Personality and Social Psychology contains nearly 300 articles
covering the many different theories of personality development and organization
and the various topics and approaches that make up social psychology. There
are articles on Freudian and other psychoanalytic theories of personality, on the
trait and type theories of Eysenck and Cattell, and on treatments of the concept
of the self. The question of whether people do have consistent personalities is
also covered, and the approaches of role theorists and cognitive and learning
theorists are discussed. There is a long article on questionnaires, and others
dealing with statistics and methodology. Discussions of major aspects of social
behavior and cognition, such as attitudes, attribution, and social influence, and
the contributions of important theorists and researchers such as Goffman, Lewin,
Durkheim, and Adorno are dealt with in separate articles. The Dictionary of
Personality and Social Psychology is one of four dictionaries based on the
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Psychology, published by The MIT Press in 1983 and
cited by American Libraries as an "outstanding reference source" that "speaks to
the specialist and nonspecialist alike." They update existing articles while offering
many new entries. Rom Narre is a Lecturer in the Philosophy of Science at
Oxford University and an Adjunct Professor of Social and Behavioral Sciences at
the State University of New York at Binghamton. Roger Lamb is a research
worker in the Department of Social Psychology at Oxford University.
This new edition has been fully revised and updated to provide over 1,800 A-Z
definitions of terms from the field of social care, concentrating on social work as a
significant area within this field. Covering social work theories, methods, policies,
organizations, and statutes, as well as key terms from interdisciplinary topics
overlapping with health and education, this is the most up-to-date dictionary of its
kind available. It also provides extended entries on specialisms such as children
and families, domestic violence, and residential care, and has been extensively
updated to include new legislation. Useful appendices include a glossary of
acronyms and a Table of Legislation, Regulations, and Codes of Practice, crossreferenced to Dictionary entries. Entry-level bibliographies and web links provide
further resources and the web links are listed and regularly updated on a
dedicated companion website. Written by two leading figures in the field, and a
team of eleven contributors, A Dictionary of Social Work and Social Care is a
must-have for students of social work, social care, and related subjects, as well
as for qualified social workers undertaking continuing professional development
programmes.
A major new edition of the best-selling and most authoritative paperback
dictionary of philosophy available. Contains over 3,000 entries, including over
500 new entries, as well as biographies of nearly 500 philosophers. A wideranging and reliable source of reference for advanced students, a solid support
for teachers, and an excellent introduction to philosophy for beginners. - ;This
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best-selling dictionary is written by one of the most famous philosophers of our
time, and widely recognised as the best dictionary of its kind. Wide-ranging and
authoritative, it covers every aspect of philosophy from Aristotle to Zen. Clear,
concise and easy to use, it provides lively and accessible coverage of not only
Western philosophical traditions, but also themes from Chinese, Indian, Islamic,
and Jewish philosophy. Entries include over 500 biographies of famous and
influential philosophers, in-depth analysis of philosophical terms and concepts,
and a chronology of philosophical events stretching from 10,000 BC to the
present day. The first edition of this dictionary became a market leader and a
standard work of reference, selling over 100,000 copies. Now the author,
Professor Simon Blackburn, has revised and updated it to include over 500 new
entries including terms from related disciplines such as religion, science and
logic. Fully cross-referenced and containing over 3,000 alphabetical entries, this
dictionary is the ideal introduction to philosophy for beginners, and an essential
work of reference for more advanced students and teachers. The Oxford Handbook of Cyberpsychology explores a wide range of
cyberpsychological processes and activities through the research and writings of
some of the world's leading cyberpsychology experts. The book is divided into
eight sections covering topics as varied as online research methods, selfpresentation and impression management, technology across the lifespan,
interaction and interactivity, online groups and communities, social media, health
and technology,video gaming and cybercrime and cybersecurity.
APA dictionary of clinical psychology : 11, 000 entries offering clear and
authoritative definitions ; Balanced coverage across core areas-including
assessment, evaluation, diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of emotional and
behavioral disorders; training and supervision; as well as terms more generally
relevant to the biological, cognitive, developmental, and personality/social
psychological underpainnings of mental health ; Hundreds of incisive crossreferences to deepen the user's understanding of related topics ; A Quick guide
to use that explains stylistic and formal features at a glance ; Appendixes listing
major figures relevant in the history of clinical psychology and psychological
therapies and psychotherapeutic approaches.--[book jacket].
Oxford Dictionary of Sports Science and Medicine By Michael Kent
The Oxford Handbook of Sport and Performance Psychology describes current
research findings in the study of human performance: what makes performance
excellent and what can go wrong? For the first time in one volume, experts from
all fields of performance are brought together, covering domains including sports,
the performing arts, business, executive coaching, the military, and other
applicable, high-risk professions.
Offers a dictionary text, plus a Factfinder centre section giving information on people,
places, and events, as well as thematic lists of facts. This dictionary covers the words
you need for everyday use, and is useful for puzzle and crossword-solving. It is ideal for
reference at home, at school, or in the office.
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The Oxford Handbook of Thinking and Reasoning brings together the contributions of
many of the leading researchers in thinking and reasoning to create the most
comprehensive overview of research on thinking and reasoning that has ever been
available.
Contains over 2,500 alphabetically arranged entries providing definitions of terms and
ideas related to sociology, along with cross-references, and biographical sketches of
key individuals in the field.
Neuroeconomics has emerged at the border of the social and natural sciences. This
book argues that a meaningful interdisciplinary synthesis of the study of human and
animal choice is not only desirable, but also well underway, and so it is time to develop
formally a foundational approach for the field.
Contains a fully updated A-Z guide to over 1,200 definitions of terms from the fields of
literary theory and criticism, rhetoric, versification and drama. Recommendations for
further reading are included.
With over 11,000 authoritative and up-to-date entries, this best-selling dictionary covers
all branches of psychology including psychoanalysis and psychiatry. Clear, concise
descriptions for each entry offer extensive coverage of key areas including cognition,
sensation and perception, emotionand motivation, learning and skills, language, mental
disorder, and research methods. Entries are extensively cross-referenced for ease of
use, and cover word origins and derivations as well as definitions. Over 80 illustrations
complement the text. In addition to the alphabetical entries, the dictionary also includes
appendices covering over 800 commonly used abbreviations and symbols, as well as a
list of phobias and phobic stimuli, with definitions. Now containing a list of
recommended web links, accessible via the Dictionary of Psychologywebsite, this
dictionary is loaded with more useful and up-to-date information than any other
dictionary of its kind. Comprehensive and jargon-free, the Dictionary of Psychology is
an invaluable work of reference for students of psychology and related disciplines,
professionals, and the generalreader with an interest in the workings of the mind.
This book is the definitive text in the field of positive psychology, the scientific study of
what makes people happy. The handbook's international slate of renowned authors
summarizes and synthesizes lifetimes of research, together illustrating what has
worked for people across time and cultures. Now in paperback, this second edition
provides both the current literature in the field and an outlook on its future.
Fully revised and updated for the seventh edition, this market-leading dictionary is the
perfect guide for anyone studying biology, either at school or university. With more than
5,500 clear and concise entries, it provides comprehensive coverage of biology,
biophysics, and biochemistry. Over 250 new entries include terms such as Broca's
area, comparative genomic hybridization, mirror neuron, and Pandoravirus. Appendices
include classifications of the animal and plant kingdoms, the geological time scale,
major mass extinctions of species, model organisms and their genomes, Nobel
prizewinners, and a new appendix on evolution. Entry-level web links to online
resources can be accessed via a companion website.

Presents more than seven thousand words and phrases in contemporary usage,
with variant spellings, grammatical applications, and definitions
This new dictionary comprises more than 400 entries, providing concise,
authoritative definitions for a range of concepts relating to cultural anthropology,
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as well as important findings and intellectual figures in the field. Entries include
adaptation and kinship, scientific racism, and writing culture, providing readers
with a wide-ranging overview of the subject. Accessibly written and engaging, A
Dictionary of Cultural Anthropology is authored by subject experts, and presents
anthropology as a dynamic and lively field of enquiry. Complemented by a global
list of anthropological organizations, more than 20 figures and tables to illustrate
the entries, and web links pointing to useful external sources, this is an essential
text for undergraduates studying anthropology, and also serves those studying
allied subjects such as archaeology, politics, economics, geography, sociology,
and gender studies.
“Delightful . . . [a] captivating and slyly subversive fictional paean to the real
women whose work on the Oxford English Dictionary went largely
unheralded.”—The New York Times Book Review WINNER OF THE
AUSTRALIAN BOOK INDUSTRY AWARD • “A marvelous fiction about the
power of language to elevate or repress.”—Geraldine Brooks, New York Times
bestselling author of People of the Book Esme is born into a world of words.
Motherless and irrepressibly curious, she spends her childhood in the
Scriptorium, an Oxford garden shed in which her father and a team of dedicated
lexicographers are collecting words for the very first Oxford English Dictionary.
Young Esme’s place is beneath the sorting table, unseen and unheard. One day
a slip of paper containing the word bondmaid flutters beneath the table. She
rescues the slip and, learning that the word means “slave girl,” begins to collect
other words that have been discarded or neglected by the dictionary men. As she
grows up, Esme realizes that words and meanings relating to women’s and
common folks’ experiences often go unrecorded. And so she begins in earnest
to search out words for her own dictionary: the Dictionary of Lost Words. To do
so she must leave the sheltered world of the university and venture out to meet
the people whose words will fill those pages. Set during the height of the
women’s suffrage movement and with the Great War looming, The Dictionary of
Lost Words reveals a lost narrative, hidden between the lines of a history written
by men. Inspired by actual events, author Pip Williams has delved into the
archives of the Oxford English Dictionary to tell this highly original story. The
Dictionary of Lost Words is a delightful, lyrical, and deeply thought-provoking
celebration of words and the power of language to shape the world.
Mysterious (mistîe · ries), a. [f. L. mystérium Mysteryi + ous. Cf. F. mystérieux.] 1.
Full of or fraught with mystery; wrapt in mystery; hidden from human knowledge
or understanding; impossible or difficult to explain, solve, or discover; of obscure
origin, nature, or purpose. It is known as one of the greatest literary
achievements in the history of English letters. The creation of the Oxford English
Dictionary began in 1857, took seventy years to complete, drew from tens of
thousands of brilliant minds, and organized the sprawling language into 414,825
precise definitions. But hidden within the rituals of its creation is a fascinating and
mysterious story--a story of two remarkable men whose strange twenty-year
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relationship lies at the core of this historic undertaking. Professor James Murray,
an astonishingly learned former schoolmaster and bank clerk, was the
distinguished editor of the OED project. Dr. William Chester Minor, an American
surgeon from New Haven, Connecticut, who had served in the Civil War, was
one of thousands of contributors who submitted illustrative quotations of words to
be used in the dictionary. But Minor was no ordinary contributor. He was
remarkably prolific, sending thousands of neat, handwritten quotations from his
home in the small village of Crowthorne, fifty miles from Oxford. On numerous
occasions Murray invited Minor to visit Oxford and celebrate his work, but
Murray's offer was regularly--and mysteriously--refused. Thus the two men, for
two decades, maintained a close relationship only through correspondence.
Finally, in 1896, after Minor had sent nearly ten thousand definitions to the
dictionary but had still never traveled from his home, a puzzled Murray set out to
visit him. It was then that Murray finally learned the truth about Minor--that, in
addition to being a masterful wordsmith, Minor was also a murderer, clinically
insane--and locked up in Broadmoor, England's harshest asylum for criminal
lunatics. The Professor and the Madman is an extraordinary tale of madness and
genius, and the incredible obsessions of two men at the heart of the Oxford
English Dictionary and literary history. With riveting insight and detail, Simon
Winchester crafts a fascinating glimpse into one man's tortured mind and his
contribution to another man's magnificent dictionary.
This accessible new dictionary provides clear and authoritative definitions of
terms, approaches, and techniques in the area of business research methods. It
covers research philosophies including research design and qualitative and
quantitative methods, types of data and data collection techniques, and
organizing and reporting research finding. It is an invaluable resource for
students, academics, and professionals learning about research methods as part
of a business degree, and undertaking research in many fields including
sociology, psychology, and marketing.
More than 10,000 slang words and phrases common to 20th-century English are
listed in this comprehensive guide to the most outspoken corner of our language.
The volume is organized thematically, and word origins and other interesting
features are given whenever possible. Quotations from famous authors included.
The Cambridge Dictionary of Psychology is the first and only dictionary that
surveys the broad discipline of psychology from an international, cross-cultural,
and interdisciplinary focus. This focus was achieved in several ways. The
managing and consulting editor boards were comprised of world-renowned
scholars in psychology from many different countries, not just the United States.
They reviewed and edited all of the keyword entries to make them lively and
applicable across cultural contexts, incorporating the latest knowledge in
contemporary international psychology. Thus entries related to culture, as well as
those from all domains of psychology, are written with the broadest possible
audience in mind. Also, many keywords central to contemporary psychology
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were incorporated that are not included in many competitors, including the Oxford
and APA dictionaries.
"Up-to-date coverage of all aspects of education"--Cover.
Provides the history and usage of over eight hundred catchphrases from the
twentieth-century drawn from television and radio shows, songs and music, films,
and books.
This is a compact and economic student's version of the critically acclaimed
""APA Dictionary of Psychology"". It contains 5,000 entries offering clear and
authoritative definitions - including many revised and updated definitions from the
parent dictionary. It includes about 200 entries that have never appeared in the
parent dictionary or its abridgment, the ""APA Concise Dictionary of
Psychology"", selected through comparison with some of the best and most
popular textbooks currently in use on college campuses. It offers basic coverage
across 90 sub disciplines of psychology - with special emphasis on field typically
encountered in undergraduate studies: general, social, developmental, abnormal,
and cognitive psychology, as well as neuroscience and basic methodology and
statistics. There is an appendix listing major figures in the history of psychology
and their relation to outside disciplines and professions.
This book tells the history of the Oxford English Dictionary from its beginnings in
the middle of the nineteenth century to the present. The author, uniquely among
historians of the OED, is also a practising lexicographer with nearly thirty years'
experience of working on the Dictionary. He has drawn on a wide range of
sources-including previously unexamined archival material and eyewitness
testimony-to create a detailed history of the project. The book explores the
cultural background from which the idea of a comprehensive historical dictionary
of English emerged, the lengthy struggles to bring this concept to fruition, and the
development of the book from the appearance of the first printed fascicle in 1884
to the launching of the Dictionary as an online database in 2000 and beyond. It
also examines the evolution of the lexicographers' working methods, and
provides much information about the people-many of them remarkable
individuals-who have contributed to the project over the last century and a half.
How do we define compassion? Is it an emotional state, a motivation, a
dispositional trait, or a cultivated attitude? How does it compare to altruism and
empathy? Chapters in this Handbook present critical scientific evidence about
compassion in numerous conceptions. All of these approaches to thinking about
compassion are valid and contribute importantly to understanding how we
respond to others who are suffering. Covering multiple levels of our lives and selfconcept, from the individual, to the group, to the organization and culture, The
Oxford Handbook of Compassion Science gathers evidence and models of
compassion that treat the subject of compassion science with careful scientific
scrutiny and concern. It explores the motivators of compassion, the effect on
physiology, the co-occurrence of wellbeing, and compassion training
interventions. Sectioned by thematic approaches, it pulls together basic and
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clinical research ranging across neurobiological, developmental, evolutionary,
social, clinical, and applied areas in psychology such as business and education.
In this sense, it comprises one of the first multidisciplinary and systematic
approaches to examining compassion from multiple perspectives and frames of
reference. With contributions from well-established scholars as well as young
rising stars in the field, this Handbook bridges a wide variety of diverse
perspectives, research methodologies, and theory, and provides a foundation for
this new and rapidly growing field. It should be of great value to the new
generation of basic and applied researchers examining compassion, and serve
as a catalyst for academic researchers and students to support and develop the
modern world.
Covering every aspect of animal behaviour from adaptation to warning, this
accessible A-Z also includes terms from the related fields of ecology, physiology
and psychology. Clear and informative entries on topics such as communication,
learning, and navigation are backed up by examples and illustrations where
appropriate. The new edition adds 80 new entries, expands coverage of
behavioural ecology, cognitive ethology, and evolutionary theory, and brings the
text up to date with new theories and research. An essential source of reference
for students of biology, psychology, and zoology, and fascinating reading for all
those interested in animal behaviour.
Presents phonetic transcriptions and definitions for thousands of words that are
difficult to spell, define, or pronounce.
Contains over 15,000 proverbs used in the United States and Canada which
have British, classical, Biblical, and European origins
A Dictionary of PsychologyOxford University Press, USA
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